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Abstract

Reference (process) models are conceptual models that illustrate generic solutions for a certain domain. However, the generic concept of the reference process models requires the adaption of these process models to the demands of the individual customers. The concept of configurable process models is a step forwards towards this adaptation. Configurable process models integrate different variants of a business process into a single model. The deviation of an individual process model from a reference model can be seen as a variant of that reference model. While a technique for such models was already suggested in previous research, this paper presents two case studies in which this technique was tested in real-world scenarios. We sourced our material from a project at a middle-sized hospital introducing “clinical pathways”, and from our own university documenting the “student-life-cycle”. For each of these projects we identified the variants including all of the variation points. The variation points mark the differences between the variants. After modeling, each identified set of variants was integrated into a configurable process model and these models were configured accordingly. This paper reports on both the observation during the model creation and the subsequent configuration.
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1 Introduction

**Reference (process) models** are conceptual models that illustrate generic solutions for a certain domain (Fettke & Loose, 2003; Frank, 1999). Also called “best practices”, they illustrate best ways of working to achieve a certain objective (Silverston, 2001a, 2001b; Winter & Schelp, 2006). In the context of Information Systems (= IS) and organizational design, reference models are widely accepted in both theory and practice (Fettke & Loose, 2003) for the purpose of documentation (LaRosa & Dumas, 2008) and, mainly for the reason of time and cost restriction, accelerating the modelling of individual process models. Domains for which such reference models have been developed, mainly those driven by corresponding industry consortia, are for example SCOR (Stephens, 2001) for the context of supply chain management, or ITIL (OGC, 2010) for service management. In addition, there is the SAP reference model which captures process supported by SAP (Curran & Keller, 1997).

However, the generic concept of the reference process models requires the adaption of these process models to the demands of the individual customers (Rosemann & Schütte, 1997). In doing so, the application of reference models is motivated by the “Design by Reuse” paradigm (Rosemann & van der Aalst, 2007; van der Aalst, Dreiling, Rosemann, & Jansen-Vullers, 2005; Winter & Schelp, 2006).

The concept of configurable process models is a step forward towards the systematic reuse of (reference) process models, or rather their adaption according to individual demands (Fettke & Loos, 2004; Fettke, Loos, & Zwicker, 2005; LaRosa, 2008; LaRosa & Dumas, 2008; Rosemann & van der Aalst, 2007). Configuration is a special design activity. It aims at designing an artifact (here the individual process model) assembled from a set of predefined components, which can only be connected together in a particular way (Mittal & Fraymann, 1989). As basic paradigm a configurable and generic model, for example the reference model, is useful- or rather necessary. It is an integrated representation of multiple variants in one model (LaRosa, 2008; Sabin & Weigel, 1997; Tiihonen & Soininen, 1997). The deviation of individual process models from the initial reference model can be seen as a variant and is achieved by disabling all process elements which are not relevant for the demanded variant (Thomas, 2006).

In order to evaluate the concept of configurable process models in practice, we performed two case studies based on projects of our chair. One project was located in the medical domain. In a hospital (779 beds) in our region we offered support to introduce so called “clinical pathways” as a quality management project. After an it-is analysis we modelled the clinical processes. The other project was located at the administration of our university where, for the purpose of accreditation and self-documentation, we modelled the “student-life-cycle” and the implementation/cancellation of a degree program. Due to the primary application context the models were originally modelled in German. For this paper, we translated the examples into English.

Based on the material from these projects, we created configurable process models using a specialised form of a so called mereological graph. This is based on an earlier paper (Meerkamm, 2010) but will also be introduced here. This kind of model is intended to implement the configurability by explicitly modelling so called *variation points*. These are the places where the models differ as a result of several so called *variant options*. An example would be where a process can be executed from person A or B; A and B are the variant options, whereas the organizational aspect itself from the process step is the variation point. The graph also considers dependencies between the different variant options. Based on this special data model, the individual variants can be derived by resolving a set of variation points, which are relevant for a specific variant. This is effected by deleting the attached variant options, that are no longer relevant for the demanded variant.

The deletion of unnecessary parts of a process model is a complex task. Modelling experts have to ensure that the resulting model remains valid. Furthermore, knowledge of the process modelling language used is necessary. In order to avoid this it would be useful to give the user some support and to abstract away from the modelling language. Thus we created a so called “variant list”. This
describes the possible variants and their characteristics so that the user only has to select one of them, while the underlying configuration process remains concealed.

The results of the two case studies are presented in this paper which is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an introduction to our approach of configurable process models and the “variant list”. Section 3 reports the generation of the configurable process models and their configuration in the context of our two case studies. Our practical experiences are summarized in Section 4 and an overview of other concepts of configuration management is given in Section 5. The paper concludes with Section 6 in which we present the limitations of the case study and also give an indication of future research.

2 Background

Lots of different configurable process modelling methodologies exist such as, for example, C-EPC (LaRosa, 2008; LaRosa, Lux, Seidel, Dumas, & Hofstede ter, 2007; Rosemann & van der Aalst, 2007) or the Provop approach (Hallerbach, Bauer, & Reichert, 2008, 2009) which will, among others, be presented in Section 5.

![Figure 1. example POPM-model](image)

For our project we decided to use the Perspective Oriented Process Modelling (POPM) framework (Jablonski, 1996) which covers all aspects of process in a modularized manner. An example of a process model can be seen in Figure 1, which already integrates two different variants. The five main perspectives of POPM are: functional perspective in order to identify the activities, which is strongly related to the behavioural perspective defining the order of the process steps; the data perspective to define the input and output of the process step and finally the organization and operational perspective in order to identify by whom, and by means of which tools or systems, the activities are executed.

Four so called variation points, which make the differences between the two integrated variant are informally highlighted by numbers. Even although this is only a small example, the main disadvantage is evident: Due to the number of variation points and the dependencies (they are not indicated Figure 1) between the variant options the user can easily be overwhelmed by the quantity of decisions. Thus, there is a need for a data model which implements the variability and configurability. We developed a special data model (see also (Meerkamm, 2010)) which we would like to introduce in the following sub-section.

2.1 Generic data model

The basic elements of the generic data model are nodes and leaves. We use the example from Figure 1 to illustrate our concept.
Processes are symbolized as nodes. In case of elementary processes they are not further decomposable (Figure 2, PID 0-3). Composite processes demonstrate that several processes are composed into a higher level. The composition can be done repeatedly resulting in several hierarchical levels within the tree. The root of the tree always has to be a composite process. We further define a control flow between the processes. As process can be more complex, as in our example, an explicit control flow is introduced which is demonstrated by the grey dashed arrows between the process steps. Alternatives (OR) and exclusive alternatives (XOR), modelled as nodes, aggregate several process elements. In order to distinguish between optional and mandatory alternatives an “Empty Element” is introduced, illustrated by the crossed circle within a process. Conjunctions (AND) symbolize the parallel execution of the processes.

This concept leads to a functional structure of our configuration concept – which is a common method of handling the complexity of a configurable object (Mittal & Fraymann, 1989; Riitahuhta, 2001; Rosemann & van der Aalst, 2007).

We want to enlarge the concept with aspect oriented nodes. The elementary process is connected with this additional sort of nodes or rather leaves. The most common aspects are the organizational, operational and data oriented aspects (Blecker, Abdelkafi, Kreuter, & Friedrich, 2004; Curtis, Kellner, & Over, 1992; Scheer, 2000). For each aspect the relevant types are defined, e.g. nurse as organizational aspect for process step 0. AND, OR and XOR illustrated logical conjunctions and alternatives in terms of the types.

The data-oriented nodes distinguish between input and output data of a process step. In order to know exactly which output data is consumed by the next process step as input data an explicit data flow is defined. This is for example demonstrated by the grey dashed and pointed arrow between output data element “patient plan” of process step 0 and input data element “patient plan” of process step 1.

Last but not least we define the variation points, the coloured triangles named VP in our example. The attached nodes are the possible variant options. The variation points clearly have to be separated from a normal XOR and OR. XOR and OR is part of the behavioural aspect of the process model, thus only functional nodes can be attached.

In order to restrict the domain of possible variants and to ensure that the configured process finally realizes its function implications are necessary. These specify dependencies between and within process elements and elements of the aspects and capture the consequences of the variant option. For example, process step 1 implicates the execution of process step 2 in case the nurse is executing process step 1, which is modelled by a thin black arrow.
This generic model captures the configurable aspects of the processes together with related choices and consequences. This empowers the derivation of variants. However, the model bears limitations: Existing process models have to be transferred to the tree. The manual execution of this task is both time-consuming and error-prone, thus it is recommended that the transformation is automated. In this case there will be adequate validation of the correctness of the transformation programme which is much more efficient. The validation of the initially modelled tree itself is, of course, also necessary.

### 2.2 Variant List

As integrated process models are complex and the stakeholders cannot be modelling experts themselves the process must be made to give them access to the information they require (Hammer & Champy, 1993; Recker, Rosemann, & von Uthmann, 2000; Reijers, Mans, & Toorn, 2009). Thus, after the definitions of the integrated process model, including all variants and variation points, the latter as well as the attached variant options have to be organized accordingly; this is documented in a so called “variant list”.

The integrated process model from our example in Figure 1 contains two variants: (1) “check in with conferred surgery plan” and (2) “check in”. The procedure is as follows:

1. A domain expert has to decide which variation points are relevant for the concrete variant.

   For the variant “check in”, we selected for example the three variation points concerning the organizational, functional and data-perspective, as it can be seen in Figure 2.

2. Afterwards the domain expert has to define which variant options of the selected variation points are relevant for the concrete variant.

   In our example we selected “assistant doctor” for the organizational variation point, skipping PID 2 and with this, as there is a dependency, the data “surgery plan”.

The same procedure is followed for the variant “check in with conferred surgery plan”. In generating the “variant list” the variants are listed, including the relevant variant options. The process owner only has to select one of the variants from the variant list. In order to facilitate the decision some additional information is supposed to be given with each variant. Afterwards, the process model is adapted, viz. configured, in the “background” as we will also see later presenting the case study. The results are then presented to the process owner.

The advantage of this concept is as follows: Instead of deciding several variation points separately and step by step (here we have only three variation points, each with two variant options; but we have examples which are much more comprehensive) now the process owner is only confronted with the selection of the variant itself from the presented list. This reduces the number of decisions and the process owner does not have to consider all the dependencies which can occur between the different variation points and their variant options.

### 3 Generation of the Different Process Models

As already indicated, we had two projects at our chair, one in the medical domain, the other one within the administration at our university affecting the so called “student life-cycle”. On the basis of the generated process models we want to test our variability concept which was explained in 2.1. The whole procedure is explained in this Section.

**Procedure (i) – Data collection:** In order to generate the process models, which could then be used for our test, we visited the hospital and the administration of our university. In both cases we organized meetings with the relevant people in order that they could explain to us the manner in which they carry out their activities. This phase of data collection was done by means of qualitative analysis methodology (Lamnek, 1995; Yin, 2003) in the form of guided interviews (Witzel, 2000). In our
context the guideline arises from the perspective oriented modelling language we were using as may be seen in the introduction to Section 2.

We finally modelled the collected data with the modelling tool i>pm (ProDatO, 2005). Each of these processes comprises about 150-200 process steps. In order to make sure that we correctly depicted the processes, at the end of this phase we asked the process owner to validate the process models. The comments were discussed and integrated into the process models accordingly.

Procedure (ii) – Identifying the variants and integration: We then explicitly identified the variants including their variation points and variant options in each of the process models. Some variants were already accidentally modelled as an integrated model; the other variants are modelled separately, in some cases even at different positions in the process models, viz. not at the same “process sheet”.

From each project we selected three use cases (viz. three sets of variants) in order to test our configurability concept. In total we created six redesigned integrated i>pm process models that incorporate all of the variants. We selected the following three medical processes:

1. Admission procedure: This process is executed by a doctor to allow people to enter the hospital.
2. Discharge procedure: This process is executed to officially allow a person who was ill at the hospital to go home.
3. Issuing an invoice: This process includes all of the steps which are necessary to list the various work and treatments carried out during the patients stay in hospital.

An example from the medical domain is shown in Figure 3 with two variants modelled separately, and Figure 4 illustrating the corresponding integrated process model from these two variants. In our consideration of the “student-life-cycle” we created and/or selected for the following three processes:

1. Preparation for the resolution procedure: This process illustrates the tasks which are necessary to prepare the resolution procedure at the different hierarchy levels of the university in order to introduce a degree program.
2. Application procedure of the students: This process illustrates how the different types of students (national/international, graduate/undergraduate ...) have to apply for a place at the university in cases where no free enrolment is possible.
3. Examination procedure: This process illustrates the organization and accomplishment of oral or written tests during the period of the students study.

Note that there are more variants in both process models, but for this case study we focused on this sample, as they are the simplest ones.

Procedure (iii) Transfer: We transferred each of the i>pm process models to the generic data model, the mereological graph model. For the time being the transfer from i>pm to the graph was done manually as no implementation exist. Beside this, we were able to model some additional information, which we gained during our interviews and which is available only in a descriptive and informal way in the i>pm models, onto the graph. An example is the dependencies between the different variant options.

Procedure (iv) Preparation of the configuration: The resulting graph models integrating explicitly all variation points, variant options and the dependencies were of course far too complex to be used for configuration by the stakeholders, whether it be the staff from the hospital or the staff from the university. Thus, we created the variant list, introduced in 2.2. By means of this, the configuration of the process model could be done by the stakeholders simply selecting one of the desired variants.

Procedure (v) Configuration: Based on the selected variants, for each variant we resolved all the related variation points by selecting the appropriate variant options and deleting these ones which are
Figure 3. Two process variants of the process "issuing an invoice" (medical domain)

Figure 4. Integrated process model "issuing an invoice"
no longer relevant. After testing the correctness of the resulting graph models, they were mapped to the \textit{i>pm} models and again checked for correctness.

The advantage of this configuration on the “background” is that the stakeholders do not need to be confronted with the integrated process model and the modelling language; there is no need for the stakeholders to understand the whole configuration process. The stakeholders receive only the individual process models. Thus the process owner directly benefit from the configurable process models.

4 Observation

In this Section report our experiences and challenges (including how we addressed them) of the two case studies. We categorise the observations according to the phase of the case studies.

A. – General results - First of all it should be mentioned that for all six processes from the two different domains, we were able to create integrated process models from the initial single ones and to generate “variants list” which allows the derivation of the individual process models. For each process of the two different projects we were able to generate a process models equivalent to the initial \textit{i>pm} process model. This was done by configuring the special graph model according to the selection of the variant list; the resulting graph model was re-mapped to an \textit{i>pm} process model which was then presented to the stakeholders. This demonstrates that it is possible to integrate several process variants such that afterwards the desired individual variant can be derived from it.

B. – Challenges during integration of the models - The generation of the integrated process models involved considerable effort. The identification of the variants was not the problem, but rather the integration of them into a single model. The matching of apparently identical process elements (in particular in terms of process steps and data elements), was only possible after long and deep discussion and reflection. This was necessary due to differences in meaning or the relationship with other process elements. The loss of information by matching elements together had to be carefully avoided. The question of the qualitative aspects of different data elements was a source of much discussion. Furthermore, we had to be particularly careful not forget aspects or process elements from one of the individual process models and this was especially true of the control flow. We had to carefully check if each individual single process could still be “executed” by using the integrated process model.

C. - Challenge during the transfer - The manual transfer from the \textit{i>pm} model to the graph model was time consuming and there was a high risk of making mistakes; thus an automated solution would be preferable. In doing so the validation of the correctness of the transformation program would be sufficient.

Due to the graph structure the mapping of the control flow was not easy. This was especially the case when connectors or loops are part of the control flow. Furthermore, we had to be especially careful not to forget a control flow connection which could lead to dead ends in a process. The validation of the correctness of the modelled control flow for the précis runtime routing was even trickier. By re-playing the different initial processes in the integrated model we tried to identify the wrong connections and missing control flows.

For the special modelling element \textit{empty element}, which can be modelled in the generic data model, no corresponding modelling element in the \textit{i>pm} process model exist; thus we had to derive it from the general context. The manually integration of these information was very time consuming and error-prone due to possible misunderstandings. This also holds for \textit{dependencies}, as dependencies are also not formally modelled in the \textit{i>pm} model. We carefully re-checked the generic data model with the data from our interviews to make sure that they illustrated the correct circumstances.
Figure 5. integrated process model II
D. - Challenge by generating the variant list – As already stated, the identification of the variants and with this the identification of the variation points and variant options was not a problem, neither was the generation of the variant list. It could simply be seen as a kind of documentation.

E. - Challenge during configuration - As the configuration was done manually the main challenge was the correct adaption and reduction of the generic data model and the same holds for the re-transfer to the i>pm process model. Several cycles were carried out, in order to validate the resulting i>pm process models, thus it was also a very time-consuming phase.

The whole procedure was mainly accomplished by the core project member of our chair, and took, including the development of the concept of the configurable generic data model, about nine months.

5 Related Work

Process variant management has a high relevance in theory and practice and has been widely studied in different research projects. In this Section we want to give a short overview (which we make no claim to be complete) of existing approaches, including a critical assessment of them from our own point of view.

Explicit reference modelling and an adaption mechanism have been introduced by (J. Becker, Delfmann, & Knackstedt, 2007). At the beginning an integrated, multi-perspective process model, a reference model, is generated. Logical terms and attributes are linked to the process elements in order to highlight which elements can be removed in the context of a certain scenario. According to a special context this reference model is configured, viz. unneeded process elements are deleted. The particular from this approach is that they define a staged adaption process. This means that the configuration process is performed repeatedly at several stages. The advantage is that at each stage the process model can become more concrete and the decision for a variant can be done incrementally.

By means of configurable event process chains (C-EPC) (LaRosa, 2008; LaRosa et al., 2007; Rosemann & van der Aalst, 2007) a single model approach is implemented. Initially, a whole processes family is generated. The resulting model, called reference model, can be customized to meet specific needs. For this EPC functions and decision nodes are annotated to indicate whether they are mandatory or optional; the definition of constraints is also possible. One of the advantages is the fact that it also focuses on multi-perspectives. Furthermore, the additional questionnaire-driven approach for the configuration process abstract away from the modelling language. This is also very useful as C-EPCs are rather difficult to understand, especially for the end-user with a non-technical background.

The Provop (Hallerbach et al., 2008, 2009) approach collects all process variants in a single process model. It applies well-defined change operations (modify, delete, insert) at so called “adjustment points” which are explicitly identified in the basic process model. As it also includes non-functional aspects, it constitutes a very comprehensive approach. Nevertheless, the “change” operations are defined as separate objects with respect to the process model and the objects have to be connected to the model by additional modelling constructs (the “adjustment points”). In doing so the variability is made explicit but outside of the model, which enhances the complexity of the approach.

Process variants are also relevant in the domain of software engineering (M. Becker, Geyer, Gilbert, & Becker, 2001; Halmans & Pohl, 2003). PESOA (Bayer et al., 2005; Puhlmann, Schnieders, Wetland, & Weske, 2005) provides a concept for variant modelling using UML. Different variability mechanism as inheritance, parameterization and extension points are used during modelling of variants. In doing so there is no separation between the basic process (as source of the variants) and the variants themselves. It is not possible to describe the variants in a uniform manner due to the different possible variability techniques. It focuses on UML, viz. the approach is language-dependent and, furthermore, it does not implement a multi-perspective view of the processes.
6 Conclusion

In this cases study we developed configurable process models for a total of six processes from two different domains: the medical domain and the administrative domain. In consideration of the results, the developed technique proved to be suitable for the intended purpose. We were able to derive all the initial variants from the integrated process model by using the generated “variant list” and applying the configuration procedure to the generic data model. However, even though the adaption of the processes was simplified, the creation of the configurable process models involved a great deal of effort as well as necessitating a high degree of domain knowledge and modelling experience. It is obvious that some issues that arose could have been avoided by tool support. This holds mainly for the model transformation. The capturing of dependencies between variation points is still not clear; the offered graphical solution is very confusing. Currently no implementation of the generic data model exists and, while we have begun work on an implementation, this is not yet in presentable form.
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